Activity Sheet

We’re Going on a Bear Hunt

SPRING

You’ll need your wellies to splash splosh and squelch squerch through your bear hunt. Design your own below!
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Activity Sheet

We’re Going on a Bear Hunt

AUTUMN

‘We’re not going on a bear hunt again.’

Use the colour key to complete the picture. The duvet needs some colour – why not make a pattern of different shapes or stripes?
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Activity Sheet

We’re Going on a Bear Hunt

WINTER

‘Uh-uh! A snowstorm! A swirling whirling snowstorm.’

All snowflakes have six sides but every single one is different – fill this space with a flurry of different snowflakes. How many can you fit on the page?
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SUMMER

Can you guide the family through the grassy maze – avoiding the bears to get them back home from the cave?